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masterclass

Do you want to fast-track your NatHERS software learning
experience using the HERO software tool?  

 
Transformed in partnership with one of the industry’s leading subject matter experts is
offering interactive virtual classroom training.

Having a choice is essential. Currently, there is no known face-to-face NatHERS software training
being offered in Australia.  Ask yourself would you prefer to take the easy path with guided interactive
software training or the solo path?

About the Masterclass

Over seven 3 hour day sessions you will
undertake four simple and four complex
projects using the HERO software and gain a
proper understanding of the Chenath simulation
engine.

Some projects will be completed in their
entirety. Other projects will be started ensuring
critical modelling aspects are covered, with the
remainder set as self-paced homework. 
 
HERO provides a credit incentive with the
masterclass (see over for details).

Matthew Graham is Principal of Graham Energy, an
award-winning Sustainable Building Specialist and
subject matter expert in the Nationwide House
Energy Rating Scheme (NatHERS). 

Matthew is a highly experienced, accredited
Assessor, Teacher and Mentor in AccuRate
Sustainability, BERSPro, FirstRate 5 and HERO. 

He contributes to the development of the industry
as a Design Matters National (DMN) Technical
Assessor Support Community (TASC) and NatHERS
Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) member. 

Matthew aims to empower fellow accredited
Assessors by bridging theory and practice with his
solid understanding of the underlying Chenath
simulation engine and architectural background.

About the Facilitator

If you can make the time commitment
express your interest today.  
Places are limited so be quick.

What our students say:

“I’d like to thank you so much for offering the
Master Class hosted by Matthew Graham. What a
difference the 6 sessions have made! I have learnt
so much over the last 7 weeks and feel so much
more confident in my modelling skills as a result. It
was wonderful to learn from someone with as
much experience as Matthew, especially as he is
working in the field, so not only knows his way
around the software like the back of his hand but
is also happy to share some of his personal tips
and tricks that cannot be learned from a manual”.
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Intake Details

TIME: 9am to 12pm (AEST)

PRICE: $1,950 (GST included)

DURATION: 7 x 3hr classes conducted
over six weeks.  

DATES:  Will be confirmed subject to
level of interest.

Delivery Mode - ZOOM platform.  

Group Size:  Limit of six – eight
participants per group. 

Spots are allocated on “first in”
registration basis. 

Course attendance is mandatory for all
the allocated group sessions.  
If you fail to attend you spot will be
forfeited, and no catch up offered.

Once the group is filled, you will be
added to a waitlist for future sessions
(dates to be determined).   

Assess and optimise multi-dwelling projects in
one Hero file, 
Quickly calculate multi-dwelling projects with
parallel simulations. 
Switch on Visual Styles to colour code a range of
building element information and results. 
Hero user interface is clean and logical,
facilitating fast data entry even for complex
geometry. 
Transformations allow you to move, copy, mirror
and rotate a vast array of building elements and
dwellings. 
Hero identifies background points in vector PDF
files to aid drawing speed and accuracy. 
Smart guides ensure information is aligned on
each level and across multiple levels. 
Floor and ceilings adjacencies are automatically
detected and split, saving time and reducing
errors. 
Windows can easily be vertically or horizontally
subdivided at the click of a button. 
Complex geometry is possibly using visible
Special Walls - perfect for retaining walls, internal
walls to roof space or clerestory walls. 
All information is dynamically highlighted and
updated across all detachable viewing modes. 
The template option allows users to create, save,
share and reuse a specification improving
consistency. 

Why HERO?

Hero provides the following features
which makes it a more intuitive and
user-friendly package. 

Complete the Masterclass and HERO Software
will give you $330 HERO credit 

(10 x certificates)

HERO is a free software program available for download here -
https://www.hero-software.com.au/auth/register

    Registration:

To book a place in the sessions 
please confirm by email to
tony.shoebridge@transformed.com.au 
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